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Early this year, Google unveiled its Project Tango smartphone, a mobile
device equipped with a depth sensor, a motion tracking camera, and two
vision processors that let the phone track its position in space and create 3D
maps in real time. The device is particularly useful for robots, which have to
navigate and locate themselves in the world. Indeed, a video showed how
Google and its partners were putting the smartphone on different kinds of
robots, including mobile platforms and manipulator arms.
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Hobbyist Group Flies Drone
Over World's Tallest Building
Watch this quadrotor soar above the Burj
Khalifa tower in Dubai
16 May
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Now researchers at the University of Pennsylvania led by Professor Vijay
Kumar are taking things one step further. After getting a Tango device from
Google, they put it on one of their quadrotors and let it loose inside their lab.
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Kumar says that a big challenge for researchers working with flying robots is
not building them but rather developing hardware and software capable of
making them autonomous. Many robots use GPS for guiding themselves, or,
when flying indoors, they rely on motion tracking systems like Vicon and
OptiTrack, which offer great accuracy but requires that you install sensors on
walls and ceilings.
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Parrot's Bebop Drone Has
Better Video, Longer Range,
and Oculus Rift Support

A device capable of localizing itself in space without GPS or external sensors,
as the Tango phone does, opens new possibilities for flying robots. Kumar
says that the Google device is remarkable because it lets you "literally velcro it
to a robot and have it be autonomous."

A big camera with image stabilization
make this drone worth a serious look
12 May

Giuseppe Loianno, a PhD student in Kumar's group, has made a video
showing their initial tests with the device. In the first part of the video,
Loianno sets the quadrotor to hover at a fixed position and then perturbs it
by moving it around, but the drone promptly returns to the starting point.
Next Loianno commands the drone to go to different places in the room and,
even if disturbed, the drone recovers and stays on its programmed path.
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First FAA-Approved Drone
Test Site Goes Live Next
Week in North Dakota
The tests will help the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration develop a
roadmap for commercial drones
28 Apr

Kumar says the only measurement from the Tango phone is its pose, which is
the position plus orientation with reference to a starting coordinate system
(captured at a rate of 30 Hz), and the only other sensor used is the IMU
onboard the drone. (The laptop is not controlling flight autonomy in any way;
it's only used to send a desired trajectory to the drone and to render a
visualization of the its positions in space. And the quadrotor is a machine that
Kumar's group designed and built with off-the-shelf components.)
The researchers now plan to study Tango's accuracy of localization (and
compare it to external motion tracking systems), but from their initial tests
they estimate the accuracy to be within a centimeter. If that proves to be the
case (and if Tango can be made cheap enough), it will be an impressive
capability for the Google device, which could revolutionize how mobile robots
and drones navigate indoor spaces.
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Video Friday: Obama vs.
ASIMO, 3D Printed Hands,
and Drone Delivery Fail
The President of the United States plays
soccer with Honda's humanoid robot
25 Apr

Kumar says that the convergence of computation, communication, and
consumers has a huge potential for the robotics industry, and a device like
Tango is a key advance because it's "lowering the barrier to entry for
autonomous robots."
Learn More
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A team of flying robots jam on
customized musical instruments
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Why Are Search-and-Rescue
Drones Grounded?
The FAA says model airplanes can't fly
when the purpose isn't just good fun
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Drones Helping to Map
Fukushima Cleanup and
Reconstruction
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this less amount of endurance can't help the world for military or rescue.
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but... technology is good :)
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Autonomous UAVs provide an aerial view
of the disaster area
8 Apr

Rumor: Facebook Eyeing
Titan Aerospace's
Atmospheric Satellite Drones
Facebook is reportedly planning to deploy
11,000 giant flying solar powered robotic
airplanes
5 Mar
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Every Quadrotor Needs This
Amazing Failsafe Software
Losing a motor no longer means losing

your quadcopter with this clever failsafe
software

I would have liked to see him spin it a bit.
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Hi Matthew, I asked the researchers about that (why in the video they
disturb the drone only with translations and not with rotations), and they
claim that the drone can indeed recover from rotations as well. Hopefully
we'll see that in a new video soon!
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Concept Art Hints at the
Awesome Future of Drones
It's nice to stretch our imaginations once
in a while to see what the future of robots
might look like
30 Jan
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Perching AR Drone Can
Watch You Forever
Claws and a controlled stall let this flying
robot perch just like a bird
28 Jan
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Small Drone Probes Antarctic
Ice With Radar
Researchers obtain radar profiles of
glacial ice using a small unmanned
aircraft
6 Jan
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These Robots Want to Wish
You Happy Holidays
And us humans from the Automaton
blog, too
24 Dec 2013
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Amazon Promises Package
Delivery By Drone: Is It for
Real?
Getting your purchases delivered by a
drone? We're skeptical, and here's why
2 Dec 2013
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IROS 2013: UAVs Get a Grip
With Full-Size Robot Arms
Now that we've got flying robots that can
do all kinds of crazy acrobatics, why not
add some arms to make them useful?
21 Nov 2013
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IROS 2013: Should
Quadrotors All Look Like
This?
Researchers say we've been designing
quadrotors the wrong way
13 Nov 2013
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IROS 2013: Quadrotor Wheel
Can Fly, Float, and Roll

A novel design allows this quadrotor to
roll along the ground
5 Nov 2013
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Robo Raven Flies on Solar
Power
With wings covered in solar panels, this
robotic bird seeks to keep itself aloft
indefinitely
15 Oct 2013
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SenseFly and Drone
Adventures Toss UAVs Off
the Summit of Matterhorn
A swarm of senseFly eBee drones creates
a high-res 3D map of the Matterhorn in
under six hours
14 Oct 2013
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UAV Concept: Mother Hen
and Friendly Chicks
This concept aircraft features a flying
carrier with ejectable UAVs to conduct
missions in remote areas
8 Oct 2013
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